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Every customer’s banking relationship follows a 
six step journey with four vital points at each step.
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The Banking Customer Journey represents an extract from a 
comprehensive customer-centered research on the Swiss retail banking 
landscape, conducted in cooperation with Asteroidea AG, a strategy and 
investment firm, to enable a holistic view on the banking customer experience. 

Throughout our research we found that customer’s opinions 
regarding banking are at an all time low. The financial crisis has 
exacerbated the lack of trust in banks and bankers, while at the same 
time exerting pressure on banks to cut costs, trim services and automate 
wherever possible, creating a cyclical effect that is difficult to break away 
from. With new financial providers entering the market, customers have 
more options than ever and no longer consider banks to offer critical 
advantage over newer types of banks or technology corporations. 
Therefore, we at Spark Labs believe, that this is a crucial time for 
financial institutions to stay relevant by providing the most superior, 
consistent and effortless customer experience in order to acquire 
new, retain existing or win back lost customers. This requires a shift 
from a transactional mind-set to a more customer-centric approach.

In order to analyze the customer experience of various banks in 
the Swiss market our team of interdisciplinary researchers conducted 
over 150 in-depth qualitative customer interviews and 60 branch visits 
to different banks. Based on this research we were able to identify six 
main steps, through which customers go in relation to any banking 
service or product, may it be a mortgage or an investment. Each of 
these steps represents various touch points between the bank and 
the customer, may they be physical or digital. Based on our extensive 
research, we have selected four key touch points for each step of the 
journey that clearly differentiate a bank from its competitors from the 
perspective of the customer’s experience.

The journey of any banking customer starts on a subconscious 
level. Before the need for a banking product arises, the 
customer unwittingly gathers a subjective perception of 

the different banking providers. Our research shows, that besides 
touch points such as word of mouth, presence or partnerships, it is 
specifically vital at this stage what subjective impression of a bank’s 
reputation a customer has received. In the case of Credit Suisse for 
example, many respondents unconsciously associate it with the banking 
crisis without being able to give substantiated explanations. Raiffeisen 
on the other hand, as one of the view successful foreign banks in the 
Swiss market, has managed to position itself as a local, customer-
oriented financial institution that is very much valued for its regionality. 
Particularly appreciated is their strong network of partnerships with 
local institutions offering culture and leisure activities.

Once the customer-to-be perceives a general or specific 
need for banking services, he will start to actively research 
and compare different potential providers and services. 

Touch points such as proximity, communication, visual identity and 
transparency are now becoming increasingly important. Post Finance 
customers for instance seem to face many problems during their initial 
research phase, when trying to gather information in one of the regular 
Post offices. The often poorly informed regular Post staff does not feel 
responsible for the bank’s offering and instead just refers interested 
clients to the Post Finance’s website or hotline. When it comes to 
consistently applying a modern and appealing visual design throughout 
different channels and media, UBS proves to be at the forefront of 
the banking market. As our research shows many customers enjoy its 
“clean, clears and contemporary” look.

During the process phase that follows next, customers engage 
in a first contact in order to become familiar with the bank 
and its practices to make a better informed choice. Despite 

an increasing number of customers that say they would consider going 
digital-only for all their banking needs, the majority of customers still 
value the initial branch experience. This means, that among other 
factors, the physical space of a bank represents an essential factor 
that has to be considered when designing the customer experience. 
This is shown clearly, when customers visiting a Coop Bank, complain 
about the space “feeling dusty, cold and untrustworthy” to an extend 
that they would avoid having to come back to the branch. At the same 
time touch point such as standardization and empathy are equally 
relevant for the customer’s experience. During the first contact at 
ZKB, for instance, customers-to-be receive their very own profile 
summarizing specific needs and potential solutions customized by an 
advisor instead of standard marketing leaflets like most other banks 
would offer. 

Having chosen a specific bank, the customer will be 
welcomed, while internal processes are actuated to set up 
the required offering according to his needs. As customers 

get more and more used to intuitive and seamless experiences from the 
likes of Amazon, Google or Apple, they expect their banking applications 
to be just as simple and sophisticated. Good ratings across all banks 
show that most providers have realized this and adapted their set-up, 
trouble shooting, customer service and promotions during this phase 
accordingly. Clients, like the ones from ZKB, start off their banking 
relationship on the right foot when they quickly receive benefits targeted 
to their profile and needs, such as free night rides for students, zoo offers 
for families or monthly business magazines for business people.

After a certain period of time the customer moves along to 
the loyal customer phase, when he becomes used to and 
appreciates the bank’s reliable, up-to-date service and 

support. At this point customers no longer accept one-size-fits-all 
solutions, but rather demand banking products that respond to their 
individual needs, delivering a personalized service based on their 
history. Our research indicates that small cantonal banks, like the BCV 
that develops customer-tailored cards, perform better when it comes 
to anticipating their clients specific needs and offering customized 
solutions. Sudden changes, such as being charged for paper statements 
that were free up until this point, can really throw off long-term 
customers expecting continuity in their previously agreed service and 
accept change only when optional and aligned with their needs.

During the last step, whenever a customer has decided to end 
the relationship, it is the banks responsibility to maintain 
a cordial relationship and ensure a consistent customer 

experience. Many banks seem to neglect the importance of these 
last touch points: a seamless transition, friendly farewell, feedback 
requests and follow-up offers. Instead, the majority of banks charge 
their customers closing fees for long and tedious termination processes 
without realizing, that no matter how well-designed the previous 
banking service has been, this will be the last and remaining impression 
customers take away from their banking relationship. Many former 
GKB customers seem to be so content with how their bank handled the 
account closure by requesting honest feedback to improve its service 
and offering alternative solutions, that they would considerer coming 
back and recommending it to others. 

We believe the future holds various challenges, but also tremendous 
opportunities, for banks that understand the needs and behaviors of 
their customers. If banks are dedicated to using these insights to take 
action, they can truly add value to their customers’ lives. Therefore, 
optimizing and redesigning their customer experience along the 
steps of this Banking Customer Journey could represent the first step 
to becoming a bank of the future.

Would you like to learn more about human-centered research and the 
banking customer journey? This is only the tip of the iceberg ...
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
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 » Word Of Mouth 
Most banking customers base 
their decisions on what family 
and friends suggest to be the 
best alternative.

 » Presence
How often and where do 
customers see and perceive your 
brand and/or services.

 » Partnerships 
The relationship between a 
bank and different non-banking 
institutions can create a point of 
reference for customers.

 » Reputation 
Customers do perceive banks to be 
of different categories. Social media 
has amplified the effects of bank 
scandals.

The banking customer journey starts before the customer realizes the need for a banking product, by subconsciously 
gathering a subjective perception of different banks’ offerings and reputation.

RESEARCH 2

Once the customer-to-be has realized and developed a general or specific need for banking services, the active research 
and comparison of different providers and services begins.

 » Proximity 
The distance from the 
customer’s home or work place 
to the nearest bank.

 » Communication
Clear, concise and easy to 
understand information about 
banking products and services.

 » Visual Identity 
A contemporary design of web 
and marketing materials. Speed of 
change in trends requires constant 
transformation.

 » Transparency 
Today customers want to 
understand the use of their data. 
Full disclosure of all rates, fees and 
commissions is expected.
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Process 3

Having gathered some information and made an initial selection, the customer engages in a first contact using a preferred 
channel to get to know the bank and make a better informed choice.

 » First Contact 
Either by contact form, email, 
phone or in person; friendliness, 
politeness and helpfulness of 
the  first contact is key.

 » Space
Its branch architecture, interior 
design, furniture and layout 
mirrors the stability and reliability 
of a bank.

 » Standardization 
Clear and consistent information 
within and throughout all branches 
reflects professionalism.

 » Empathy 
Consistent and yet customized 
service and communication (e.g. 
level of detail, language, etc.) should 
match customers’ needs and profile.
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NEW CUSTOMER 4

After having decided for a specific bank, the customer is welcomed and all internal processes are set in motion to align with 
the individual needs and services required.

 » Set Up 
Customers request and expect 
the least amount of paperwork, 
signatures, validations and set 
up process steps.

 » Trouble Shooting
Problems arise in the  first few 
weeks of a new client relationship. 
Easy contact, as well as prompt 
resolution are essential.

 » Customer Service 
Efficient, competent and polite 
customer service through offline 
and online channels is essential.

 » Promotions 
Beneficial, up-to-date and customer 
relevant promotions reflect a 
distinctive added value to banking 
products and services.
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LOYAL CUSTOMER 5

Over a period of time a customer may be considered  as loyal, appreciating and relying on the banks’ continuous, yet up to 
date, service and support.

 » Personalization 
Loyal customers expect their 
bank to propose relevant 
products and promotions based 
on their profile and interests.

 » Up-to-date
Visual identity, products and 
services need be contemporary. 
As people grow, learn and evolve, 
so should their bank.

 » Timely Communication 
Balance between keeping 
a customer informed but 
not annoyed. Twice a year 
communication is norm.

 » Continuity 
Change (if possible) should be 
optional and align with expectations. 
Up-to-date does not imply a loss of 
previously agreed service.
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POST CUSTOMER 6

What ever the reason the customer has decided to end the relationship, the bank must maintain a cordial relationship and 
ensure a consistent customer experience.

 » Transition 
Change is difficult and thus 
customers value an easy, fast 
and assisted transition process.

 » Request Feedback
Customers (present and past) 
appreciate being asked their 
opinion and a show of appreciation 
for their feedback.

 » Friendly Farewell 
Expressing appreciation for 
your customers’ business will 
keep the doors open for future 
engagements.

 » Follow-up Offers 
Former customers enjoy still being 
treated as customers and value an 
informal relationship that keeps in 
touch from time to time.
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Every customer’s banking relationship follows a 
six step journey with four vital points at each step.Banking customer journey | UBS
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
Their advertising is just everywhere, in train stations and airports; you see them when you come and 

leave the country. Everyone knows them, but also about their bad reputation. Not that they’re any 

worse than the others, but they were the first to be caught.”
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RESEARCH 2
I love the design on their ads and website, it’s so clean and clear. Still seems to be a bit too much text, 

which doesn’t help find the exact thing I am looking for. But their design reminds me of Apple, and 

that’s a good thing.”

Process 3
The moment you walk in, there’s a nice looking, well dressed, smiley person to welcome you, in any 

language! It seems that they have very clear guidelines on how to answer my questions or who to 

direct me to when needed. It feels professional and nice.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
When I opened my account there was too many letters arriving at different days, but I liked their 

promotions. The e-banking is relatively simple and the design clear, but it seems I need to call to make 

any movement other than the basics. Then they tell me I have to come back and again to an advisor!”

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
I like that they keep me updated once or twice a year about new services and promotions. However, I 

absolutely hated when they started charging to get my paper statement. I have a system to organize 

my things and now I need to change this, or pay or get a printer to print my own statement!”

POST CUSTOMER 6
I left UBS in pretty bad terms. But I needed to go back to transfer my third pillar. I was a bit nervous on 

how complicated they would make this change, but was very surprised at how helpful the person was. 

She apologized for whatever inconveniences made me leave and said she hoped I’d come back one 

Banking customer journey | UBS
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1 They are a solid international brand with a lot of publicity. But somehow I still associate them with  

being the bad guys, who threw the world into a massive financial crisis in 2008.”
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RESEARCH 2
I tried to look on the website before making an appointment. It is definitely complete and you can 

easily find all the information you are looking for. However, it is hard to get an overall overview of their 

offer: you always have to download a separate fact sheet for every product to know the most relevant 

information”

Process 3

All Credit Suisse branches I have seen were in impressive and expensive looking buildings. Everything 

seems very neat and organized. Brochures are available in multiple languages and divided in 

categories. Unfortunately the service was very formal and impersonal. I guess that might be different 

if I had more money.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
When I opened up my new account at Credit Suisse they took care of the entire set up, I just needed 

to give them authorization and they organized the rest: e.g. setting up the online banking with e-billing 

and standing orders. It made it really easy for me to change banks.” 

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
I have quite a lot of investments at Credit Suisse but they never really get in touch. With my situation I 

would think I’d get some more attention from their part. All I receive are invitations to economy events 

once every 2-3 years.”

POST CUSTOMER 6

Closing an account with Credit Suisse is not as easy as you would think. You must mail them a letter of 

statement with your authentic signature. Even if I assume this is the standard procedure, I though it 

would have been much more practical and user-friendly for a big bank like Credit Suisse where you can 

do pretty much everything online!”

Banking customer journey | CREDIT SUISSE
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
A lot of my friends have an account at Post Finance. Especially the international ones. Post Finance is 

everywhere. Both branches and adverts are all over the city. I feel like PostFinance is a solid choice and 

I can trust them, because they don’t do trading with my money.”
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RESEARCH 2
At every post office there are big advertisements and you can take information leaflets. But if you 

try to talk to the post staff they don’t really know how to help and just refer you to the website or 

customer service by phone.”

Process 3
I called the costumer service to have more information about their offers. The service was really great: 

they could speak up to 4 different languages and the lady on the line explained everything to me very 

patiently and in detail.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
Setting up an account was extremely easy. All you need to do is go through 5 steps online in which they 

ask some basic information and then they send the paperwork at home to be signed. Very efficient. 

The problem is they send papers all at different times for some strange reason.”

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
I feel like they are quite up to date and have adapted a lot in terms of online services. Their e-banking 

is one of the best and I love their payment app TWINT. It makes it so easy to transfer money to my 

friends. I just pay the drinks for everybody and they transfer me their share. Sometimes we even do it 

just for the fun of it.”

POST CUSTOMER 6
When I left Switzerland the first time I went to close my account at the Post Office and they did 

everything in a couple of minutes. They also said I could have just mailed the signed information. When 

I came back I opened again a Post account.”

Banking customer journey | POST FINANCE
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
Raiffeisen feels like a small, local bank for ethically conscious Swiss citizens. They treat your money as 

they  treat their own. You don’t see a lot of loud advertisements from them, but you know them from 

personal recommendation or one of their many partnerships.”
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RESEARCH 2
I love Raiffeisen, but when I first started searching for information on their website it was impossible. 

I was looking for different bank account options, but it is a challenge to understand which account is 

designed for my profile. Also the interest rate is easy to find, but there is nothing related to associated 

costs.”

Process 3
Everything is very personal. The first time I met with the Raiffeisen advisor we talked 15 min just about 

me and my story, before he started to give me any information on the bank. And I learned that every 

branch is designed according to the local needs. This one for example had a playground for kids.“

NEW CUSTOMER 4
As a shareholder I can access the Member Plus Portal: discounts for cultural and sports events, 

50% off for ski passes and a museum pass that offers free entrance to over 490 museums. I really 

love these kind of benefits. Much better than getting a coupon for something I will never use 

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
From the moment I opened an account I had a personal advisor, who knows me and my needs, sends 

out personal letters or calls proactively. And since I am a shareholder I feel like my opinion matters. 

I can participate and actually shape the bank. Raiffeisen is loyal to me and I am loyal to them.” share. 

Sometimes we even do it just for the fun of it.”

POST CUSTOMER 6
They are really an ‘all in person bank’. The only way to close my account was to physically go to the 

branch and sign documents right there. At the time this was very inconvenient for me, as I was not 

in Geneva anymore. I called a couple of times trying to find a solution, but they did not really try to 

understand my situation or help me.”

Banking customer journey | Raiffeisen
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
I did not know about the existence of a Migros Bank. For me Migros was only the grocery store. If you 

are not proactively looking for a Migros Bank branch, it is impossible to notice it. Nevertheless, I like 

Migros, so I would also trust their bank not to take risks with my money. It is definitely a people’s bank”
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RESEARCH 2
The only Migros Bank branch I found was way out of the banking quarters.  So I checked out their 

offers online. The website looks simple yet professional. They only have standard offers, but those are 

explained clearly. It all seems uncomplicated and transparent.“

Process 3
Their space is terrible. There were no chairs where to wait and costumers had to stand in line. No 

privacy, just one big room with plastic separators, right next to the tellers. And while the advisor was 

really helpful about all the details of my mortgage, I still felt uncomfortable.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
I really like that I can do my transactions at all Migros supermarkets. I need to go grocery shopping 

anyways and this way I can withdraw my money without having to somewhere else. And since I have 

my Migros credit card I don’t need a separate Cumulus card to collect points.”

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5 Unfortunately they don’t have any personalized offers. You are just one of many customers.”

POST CUSTOMER 6

Closing the account was easy, but long and expensive. I called the costumer service and they sent me a 

form by e-mail. I filled this and sent it, but then it took nearly 2 weeks to close the account. I like that I 

could do everything remotely without going to the branch. However, I found it annoying that I still had 

to pay CHF 15 to close my own account.”

Banking customer journey | MIGROS BANK
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
To be honest I don’t know much about Bank Coop. I know it exists but I have never been really 

interested, maybe because I don’t know anybody from my friends or family who is a bank coop 

customer. Coop is everywhere but its banks are not visible.”
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RESEARCH 2
It gives the impression of being a left wing/ eco friendly bank, e.g. all documents are printed on 

recycled paper. They have loads of flyers and reviews for specific target groups, such as elderly people, 

not only ‘big customers’. However, I was thrown off when I found the same stock picture, that the KB 

Basel uses in their brochures.”

Process 3
From the outside the branch looked more like a supermarket than a bank. The insight felt dusty, cold 

and not really trustworthy, as there were only old people hanging around. I had to sit somewhere in 

a corner with the advisor, who showed little empathy. I feel she put me into a box offering me only 

products she thought applied to it.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
Interest rates are very low at the moment for saving accounts. That´s why I found it great when 

Bank Coop offered a special deal for a savings account with an interest rate of 0,75% if you save 

the money for minimum one year.”

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
Unfortunately the Bank Coop does not really seem engaged in offering up to date, modern solutions, 

except for digihyp maybe. It feels like they fixed what they wanted to offer some years ago and never 

changed since.”

POST CUSTOMER 6

Can you believe they charge you CHF 10 to close your account? To be honest I felt a bit mistreated by 

them in general and when I closed my account they still did not show any interest in investigating the 

reasons behind my decision. I would have expected a better and more personalized behavior from a 

cooperative.”

Banking customer journey | BANK COOP
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
The bank for young, active Zurich people. Everybody knows and appreciates their partnership with 

the ZVV, giving customers free rides on the Zurich night buses. I think as long as you don’t move to a 

different canton it’s a great choice.”
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RESEARCH 2
I like their youthful, sleek and simple design. The headquarter in Zurich is just awesome - very 

open and light. They make use of new technology (projections) and showcase a lot of modern art 

installations. Unfortunately not all of their branches look like that, but they are in the process of 

redesigning all their spaces.”

Process 3
On my first meeting with the ZKB advisor I got the impression that he was really prepared to meet 

me. He wrote all the information we talked about on a special sheet of paper which made kind of my 

profile. In the end he gave me a copy to take home. I didn’t get anything like this from the other banks 

so I really enjoyed it.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
They have really nice benefits and partnerships depending on your profile and needs. For students 

they have the free night rides, for families the zoo offers or for business people the monthly business 

magazines.”

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
I am happy and proud to be a ZKB customer. When my daughter was born, I got a nice letter from 

them saying congratulations and with a voucher for her first bank account with CHF 25. I know it’s 

kind of silly but I really appreciated the detail.”

POST CUSTOMER 6

I followed what I consider the standard procedure for closing a bank account. I just had to send them 

a mail that certifies my will to close my saving and credit accounts with ZKB. The procedure was easy; 

the only constraint was the time. I was not in rush, but I assume for some people it can be annoying 

waiting for weeks and weeks.”

Banking customer journey | Zürcher Kantonalbank
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
We have an account with them because we bought a chalet in the area. I had never heard of them 

before, but the locals all bank with them. Although it’s focused very much on the locals, they are super 

friendly and have excellent service.”
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RESEARCH 2
The only way I could get information about the bank was to set up an appointment. The website is only 

offered in German. Luckily, they have an online costumer service available during the day and I could 

arrange an appointment pretty easily. However, it is unacceptable that in a multi-cultural society as 

Switzerland the website is not translated.”

Process 3
I was positively surprised when I first visited the GLKB. They have an awesome space. It is newly 

renovated with a lot of wood and bright colors and details like branded cups and leaf patterns in the 

doors. It felt like a welcoming lounge. The advisor treated me like a friend or neighbor giving personal, 

yet professional advice.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
Excellent service, great layout of information and easy online banking. I have a mortgage with them 

after finding my apartment in the website newhome.ch and later moved all my banking with them. I’m 

very happy.”

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
This is a local bank, focused on local people and not on foreigners like all the others. I like this and they 

are proud of it. I only wish that there was more I could do online or by phone, instead of having to 

arrange an appointment every time I need to do something. But maybe this is a way of making sure all 

their customers are local.”

POST CUSTOMER 6

I would never change banks, specially not for one of those bigger ones. I feel people here care for 

me and take care of my money. Every time I call or come, the staff is really welcoming and explain 

everything step by step. They ask for feedback after every encounter and are always inquiring of how 

to help me with anything else.”

Banking customer journey | Glarner Kantonalbank



experience rating– +
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
They are really well rooted in the market - everybody knows about them. I’ve seen a lot of 

advertisements in the media but also in physical spaces such public panels in refurbishment sites. 

They seem to care about their image, as they use a coherent language and communicate in a way that 

touches local people.“
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RESEARCH 2
BCV is definitely a bank of proximity, they are everywhere and have a massive amount of cash 

withdrawal points. Their website feels a little vintage and distant though. It really is poor, that if you 

don’t speak French you will have to switch back and forth between German and English as not all 

information is available in every language.”

Process 3
While their website felt a bit obsolete, their personal service at the office in Yverdon and Montreux 

was personal yet international. They offer advisors in English, French, German, Russian and Chinese. 

Our advisor listened very carefully and offered us different options to open an account, both as a 

couple and as separates professionals.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
When I needed to get a mortgage I went to UBS, Migros and BCV. BCV was the only one that wanted 

to support my project, as it was a complicated project. But since they were so helpful,  I also opened a 

savings account with them, to which I transfer some money every month.” 

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
Two years ago I went to BCV to get a visa card. I was about to go to Guatemala for a month and 

needed to be able to make payments from abroad. At first it seemed really complicated, but then 

the advisor offered me a special ‘tailored card‘. I really enjoyed the feeling of having a unique service 

according to my specific needs.”

POST CUSTOMER 6

Closing the account was a bad experience. I called them once to ask for help as we had lost some of 

our details when we changed boards, but the phone advisor just kept on saying it was impossible to do 

anything. This was when I decided to close this account no matter what. No business should ever treat 

its clients this way!”

Banking customer journey | Banque Cantonale Vaudoise
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SUBCONSCIOUS 1
We chose BCGE because both our employers had an agreement with them. It was really not an 

identity issue and we are not attached to the bank. Apparently they have agreements with different 

private banks and hedge funds based in Geneva for their employees to open accounts in their 

commercial branches.”
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RESEARCH 2
When looking them up online I saw their website was in English and quite complete. Although it was 

difficult to understand the differences between all their different offerings, from what I had heard of 

them and their website I decided to go with BCGE.”

Process 3
Despite their nice website, the bank itself is a dim and gloomy. It was a bit hard to find someone who 

spoke English, but he was nice in the end. To be honest, I wasn’t very sure if opening an account was a 

good idea while I was doing it.”

NEW CUSTOMER 4
As a UN officer I have my salary account at UBS. I got my house mortgage with Credit Suisse, because 

they offer the best mortgage interest rates. But my investments (cantonal funds) are with BCGE. They 

are a solid bank, I feel like I can trust.”

LOYAL CUSTOMER 5
Besides the fact that they charge me for every single transaction, I haven’t had any bad experience 

with BCGE. In any case, I don’t have a choice if I don’t want to keep all my money at home. I don’t want 

to go to the big players like UBS or Credit Suisse, that make risky and dodgy investments.“

POST CUSTOMER 6

I closed my account because I was told they were very good with foreigners, which wasn’t true at all. 

Everything was always in French. And I didn’t like how the bank officer treated me when I told him I 

wanted to quit the bank: he never asked me the reason why and seemed extremely annoyed. I am very 

happy with my decision to leave them.”

Banking customer journey | Banque Cantonale Geneve


